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Mission and AWS
Security Insights:
Powered by Alert Logic
Overview

Up to One Hour of Certified AWS Expertise for Free

Now more than ever, it’s critically important for
businesses to bring clear focus to cybersecurity.
Gain insight into your AWS account security posture
and stay ahead of the game with a new visibility and
security assessment solution from AWS and Mission,
and powered by Alert Logic.

With our Solutions Architect on Demand program,
you have one full hour to discuss your cloud security
concerns with a certified AWS cloud expert at no cost.
While we’re at it, we can work with you to get more
performance and efficiency out of your cloud
environment. Our one-hour session is useful for Q&A,
problem solving, and discovery. We can also begin
discussions surrounding:

How it Works
Alert Logic connects to your account with an IAM
role, and leverages the industry-leading Center for
Internet Security (CIS) Foundations Benchmark to
produce a report identifying all outstanding security
issues. Mission’s team of AWS-certified security
experts then works with you to interpret the report,
identify a path for remediation, and develop a
technical roadmap that aligns with all best practices
going forward.

Benefits
1. Peace of Mind
Security is a major concern in the enterprise
landscape - the global average cost of a data breach
is $3.86 million. This report identifies vulnerabilities
so you know exactly how secure your company is,
and what you can do to improve.
2. Accelerate Performance
Leverage the industry-leading CIS Foundations
Benchmark to ensure you meet all security and
compliance requirements faster.
3. Stay Ahead of the Competition
Mission’s team of AWS experts specializes in both
remediating security issues and developing
proactive technology roadmaps, so you can stay
ahead of the game.

•

Strategic Consulting: Building a Strategic
Technology roadmap that allows you to meet your
short- and long-term goals.

•

Managed DevOps: An iterative, agile approach to
infrastructure development and project
implementation.

Schedule your free SA On-Demand consultation here.

“Mission delivered a customized security and

monitoring solution to fit our exact needs. Mission is
our trusted advisor for cloud architecting, extremely
dependable, and flexible with our various projects over
the past year.”
-- Michael Murphy | Cloud Infrastructure
Architect at FAST
Next Steps

To schedule your free 60 minutes with a Solutions
Architect: 855-MISSION (855-647-7466)
sales@missioncloud.com | www.missioncloud.com/saod

About Mission
We are an AWS Managed Service Provider and AWS Partner Network
(APN) Consulting Partner, with deep know-how in launching and
leveraging the power of the cloud. Our mission is to help businesses
architect, migrate, manage and optimize their cloud environments.
Mission has a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) in place with
Amazon.

